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Double hysteresis loops in PZN-PT
Double hysteresis loops in 0.91Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-0.09PbTiO3
near the ferroelectric critical endpoint
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Polarization-electric field hysteresis loops in 0.91Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-0.09PbTiO3
have been investigated near the ferroelectric critical temperature in the bipolar field
applied along the [001]c direction in the pseudo-cubic coordinate.

The double

hysteresis loop has been observed above the transition temperature indicating the field
induced transition, and the ferroelectric critical endpoint has been found at 192oC and
1.6 kV/cm.

The temperature field phase diagram under the electric field applied along

the [001]c direction has been clarified.

Keywords: PZN-xPT, hysteresis curve, critical endpoint, field-induced phase transition,
temperature field phase diagram,
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1. Introduction
Perovskite-type ferroelectrics (1-x)Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-xPbTiO3 (PZN-xPT) are
important in practical applications because of their high electromechanical coupling
coefficient near the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) located at x = 9% [1-3].
PZN-xPT, regarded as a relaxor ferroelectric, is known to undergo the diffuse phase
transition with a broad peak of the dielectric permittivity as a function of temperature
owing to heterogeneity such as polar nanoregions (PNRs), where PNRs form in the
paraelectric matrix below the Burns temperature [4].

To explain physical properties

in relaxors, the superparaelectric model [5] and the spherical random-bondrandom-field (SRBRF) model [6], assuming the thermal fluctuation of the spontaneous
polarization in PNRs, were proposed, whereas Westphal et al. proposed the random
field model in which the static random field is assumed to induce PNRs [7]. Thus, the
mechanism for appearance of relaxor properties seems to be still controversial.
Kutnjak et al. discovered the ferroelectric critical endpoint (CEP) on the
concentration-temperature-field phase diagram in (1-x) Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-xPbTiO3
(PMN-xPT), which is an isomorphous compound of PZN-xPT of the present interest,
and they claimed that the giant electromechanical response in PMN-xPT is consistent
with the existence of CEP in addition to MPB [8].

CEP in PMN-xPT has been

extensively investigated in details by many authors [9-14], and the understanding of
CEP in PMN-xPT has been established.
With respect to PZN-xPT (x = 8%), the temperature-field phase diagram has been
reported by means of the neutron diffraction [15].

In a series of our studies, we have

investigated the field-induced phase transition in PZN-xPT including CEP by measuring
the permittivity under the dc biasing field [16-19], and have proposed the
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temperature-concentration-field phase diagram in PZN-xPT mixed crystal system [20].
In ref. [20], we have claimed that the decrease of heterogeneity owing to the applied
electric field may make the phase transition become sharper, since the diffuseness of the
phase transition is known to come from the heterogeneity of the polarization in the
sample.

The temperature-field phase diagram in perovskite-type ferroelectric

materials was discussed based on the Landau-Devonshire free energy [21].
On the other hand, it is well-known that the field induced transition and the
ferroelectric CEP can be observed by the polarization-electric field (p-E) hysteresis loop
with the Sawyer-Tower circuit. However, the double hysteresis loop due to the
field-induced transition in PZN-xPT has not been reported yet, as far as the authors
know.

Under this circumstance, in the present study, to reinforce our previous

conclusion that the CEP certainly exists, we have observed the double hysteresis loop in
PZN-9%PT showing the field induced transition above the first-order transition
temperature.

2. Experimental
Single crystals of PZN-9%PT used in our experiments were acquired from
Microfine materials technologies in Singapore.

The typical size in platelike samples

perpendicular to the [001]c direction is 330.2 mm3, where the subscript c in [001]c
indicates the pseudo-cubic coordinate.
For the measurement of the dielectric permittivity, the sample plates with Au
electrodes deposited on their faces were prepared.

Measurements of the permittivity

in the dc biasing field were carried out using an impedance/gain phase analyser (NF
ZGA5900) and a high-voltage amplifier (Trek 609E-6) used as a high-voltage source.
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In our measurement system, an ac probe voltage to measure the dielectric permittivity is
about 100 mV, and the maximum value of the dc biasing voltage to the sample during
the measurement is 800V.

Complex dielectric permittivities, ’ and ”, were

obtained at 41 frequencies in the range from 100 Hz to 1 MHz after carefully removing
the effects of the stray capacitance and residual impedance in the system [22].

3. Results and Discussions
Figures 1(a)-(c) show temperature dependences of the dielectric permittivities
under the dc biasing field of 0, 1.6, and 2.0 kV/cm along the [001]c direction in
PZN-9%PT measured on heating, respectively.
are 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 kHz.

The frequencies of the ac probe field

It is seen that almost no dielectric dispersion appears in

those measurement frequencies.

The broad peak at 189 oC under no field in Fig. 1(a)

changes to the sharp phase transition with approaching E = 1.6 kV/cm shown in Fig.
1(b), and above this field, a broad peak appears again (see Fig. 1(c)).
that CEP exists in the vicinity of E =1.6 kV/cm.

This indicates

In our experiment, we have

confirmed that no thermal hysteresis of the dielectric permittivity appears near the CEP
within experimental error.
Figures 2(a)-(d) demonstrate the p-E hysteresis loops at 200, 192, 187, and 170oC,
respectively.

The measurement frequency is 6 Hz.

As temperature decreases from

200oC (Fig. 2(a)), nonlinearity in the closed p-E loop increases, and the ferroelectric
CEP appears at 192 oC (Fig. 2(b)).

Below the critical temperature, the closed p-E

loop changes into the double hysteresis loop as shown in Fig. 2 (b), indicating the field
induced transition. In the ferroelectric phase, the normal (single) hysteresis loop
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showing the polarization reversal appears as shown in Fig. 2(d). Based on our result of
the p-E loop observation, the critical temperature and critical field are determined to be
192oC and 1.6 kV/cm, respectively.

The detailed discussion of the p-E loop near the

transition temperature was reported on the basis of the Landau-type free energy [23].
Figure 3 shows temperature-field phase diagrams with the electric field applied
along the [001]c direction in PZN-9%PT.

Transition points determined from p-E

hysteresis loops are shown by open squares, and those determined from the
temperature dependences of the permittivities under the dc biasing fields are shown by
open circles.

The line is the eye-guide for the cubic-tetragonal phase boundaries.

The characters C and T show the cubic and tetragonal symmetries, respectively. The
characters in the parentheses indicate the rigorous symmetry of the system, including
the one of the electric field.

The critical endpoint determined in our experiment is

192oC and 1.6 kV/cm, and is shown with the solid circle.

This indicates that CEP

determined from both methods is consistent.
On the other hand, it is seen in Fig. 3 that only the phase transition temperature
in the zero biasing field deviates markedly on the temperature-field phase diagram,
while PZN-9%PT behaves as a normal ferroelectric material under the biasing field
above about E = 0.28 kV/cm.

This indicates that the biasing field decreases the

effect of the heterogeneity of the polarization such as PNRs.

The relaxor property

may remain in the small field range below about E = 0.28 kV/cm in PZN-9%PT,
because the heterogeneity cannot be completely suppressed.

4. Conclusion
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In the present study, temperature dependences of the permittivity under dc field
and p-E hysteresis loops in PZN-9%PT have been investigated in the field applied
along the [001]c direction.

The double hysteresis curve has been observed above the

transition temperature indicating the field-induced phase transition.

The temperature

field phase diagram under the electric field applied along the [001]c direction has been
clarified.

CEP has been found at TCEP =192oC and ECEP =1.6 kV/cm.

We

conclude that the relaxor property in PZN-9%PT is almost all suppressed in the dc
field range above about E = 0.28 kV/cm.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1 .

Temperature dependences of dielectric permittivities on heating under
dc biasing fields applid along the [001]c direction in PZN-9%PT, where
frequencies are 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 kHz.

The dc biasing fields E are (a) 0,

(b) 1.6, and (c) 2.0 kV/cm.

Fig. 2 .

P-E hysteresis loops under electric fields applied along [001]c

direction in PZN-9%PT, where frequency of the elelctric field is 6 Hz.
Temperatures T are (a) 200, (b) 192, (c) 187, and (d) 170oC.

Fig. 3.

Temperature-field phase diagram with electric field applied along [001]c
direction in PZN-9%PT.

Transition points determined from p-E hystetresis

loops are shown by open squares, and those determined from temperature
dependence of the permittivities under dc biasing fields are shown by solid
circles.

Line is eye-guide for the concerned phase boundary.

C and T show the cubic and tetragonal symmetries, respectively.

Characters
Characters

in the parentheses indicate the rigorous symmetry under the electric field along
the [001]c direction.
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Fig. 1 .

Temperature dependences of dielectric permittivities on heating under
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dc biasing fields applid along the [001]c direction in PZN-9%PT, where
frequencies are 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 kHz.
(b) 1.6, and (c) 2.0 kV/cm.
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The dc biasing fields E are (a) 0,

Fig. 2 .

P-E hysteresis loops under electric fields applied along [001]c

direction in PZN-9%PT, where frequency of the elelctric field is 6 Hz.
Temperatures T are (a) 200, (b) 192, (c) 187, and (d) 170oC.
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Fig. 3.

Temperature-field phase diagram with electric field applied along [001]c
direction in PZN-9%PT.

Transition points determined from p-E hystetresis

loops are shown by open squares, and those determined from temperature
dependence of the permittivities under dc biasing fields are shown by open
circles.

Line is eye-guide for the concerned phase boundary.

C and T show the cubic and tetragonal symmetries, respectively.

Characters
Characters

in the parentheses indicate the rigorous symmetry under the electric field along
the [001]c direction.
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